Breast carcinoma (BC) is one of the commonest cancers in the world, and definitely the most common malignant disease in women with more than one million newly diagnosed patients each year. However, among this common, but heterogeneous, malignancy, there is a subset of rare BC form called inflammatory breast carcinoma (IBC), representing approximately 1–5% of all breast cancer types. The term inflammatory was first proposed by Lee and Tannenbaum in 1924, and this is still the most appropriate name for this form of breast carcinoma because it actually describes very accurately the typical clinical presentation.

Clinical Presentation and Diagnosis

The hallmark of this rare BC type is rapid onset of localised or generalised typical skin redness, involving at least one-third of the breast, breast warmth and usually typical oedema (peau d’orange), often without an underlying tumour mass. Although this specific form of BC was first recognised long ago, diagnostic criteria were inconsistent and IBC had been often grouped with locally advanced breast cancer (LABC), especially if accompanied with secondary inflammation (see Figure 1). This inconsistency was leading to a discrepancy in incidence reporting, especially in some parts of the world. For instance, the first reports about rapidly developing BC from Tunisia stated high IBC incidence exceeding 50% of patients with BC, provoking speculation that some unidentified environmental factors could contribute to IBC development. However, later reports using more standardised criteria showed significantly lesser incidence and the cause of IBC still remained elusive.

After separate guidelines for the work-up and treatment of patients with IBC were finally developed and published in 2008, fewer patients with IBC are misdiagnosed for LABC because major clinical and pathological characteristics have become widely known. Today it is well established that IBC represents a completely distinct clinical entity, different from LABC, with different clinical and pathology presentation and molecular characteristics, as well as treatment outcome and prognosis.

The clinical presentation of IBC is usually impressive, with rapidly developed skin redness, oedema and breast enlargement (see Figure 2 and 3). The other prominent characteristic of IBC is frequent absence of underlying BC; in fact this is the only form of BC that could be diagnosed actually without detectable, formed invasive breast carcinoma. Approximately 50% of IBC patients do not have palpable mass, or mammogram evidence of underlying BC. Of course, it is assumed that histological proof of the underlying malignant nature of mastitis must always be obtained. However, when underlying BC is present, all histological types have been identified. Most frequently it is ductal and lobular carcinoma, with a minimal or absent in situ component as a prominent growth pattern of IBC; therefore, no recognised precursor lesions for IBC have been identified. Major molecular characteristics are also defined and it is known that up to 83% of IBC tumours lack oestrogen receptor (ER) expression, while HER2 overexpression is significantly higher than in non-IBC patients. However, an International IBC Panelist recently stated that the true prognostic significance of HER2 overexpression among women with IBC is currently still unknown, in contrast to the well-known negative prognostic impact that HER2 overexpression has in common BC.

Inflammatory breast carcinoma (IBC) is a rare but aggressive breast cancer (BC) subtype. General prognosis is poor with higher incidence of axillary node involvement and metastatic disease at presentation (~30%) as compared with common BC (~10%). The typical IBC is characterised by rapid onset of localised or generalised skin redness, involving at least one-third of the breast, warmth and usually presence of skin oedema (peau d’orange), often without an underlying tumour mass. This clinical presentation of skin inflammation is a consequence of pathological plugging of the dermal lymphatic of the breast with tumour emboli. Dermal lymphatic invasion (DLI), although not mandatory for IBC diagnosis, is one of the hallmarks of this malignancy and can be proven in up to 75–80% of IBCs. Surprisingly, there are very few data regarding whether the presence of DLI independently contributes to IBC prognosis as compared with IBC without DLI.
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interfere with HER2 expression’s well-known predictive significance to trastuzumab treatment, and all IBC patients with HER2 overexpression should be treated with trastuzumab.

Impact of Dermal Lymphatic Invasion on the Prognosis of Inflammatory Breast Carcinoma

Historically, clinical presentation that resembles non-malignant acute mastitis was the main reason for delay in diagnosis and treatment in many patients. However, this typical clinical presentation of breast skin inflammation is not due to true physiological inflammatory response but is rather a consequence of pathological plugging of the dermal lymphatic of the breast with tumour emboli.

This pathological phenomenon was observed long ago, when Thomas Bryant in 1887 observed pathological tumour invasion of the dermal lymphatic vessels, recognising that lymphatic obstruction produced the clinical appearance of inflammation.23

Later, IBC was determined as a clinical entity in which confirmation of dermal lymphatic invasion (DLI) is equivalent to “pathological proof” of this rare malignancy, because it is caused by filling of the dilated dermal lymphatics by tumour emboli, subsequently leading to lymphatic obstruction and producing the typical inflammatory appearance.24

This was so convincing as a dominant pathology event for many researchers that they preferred the pathological over the clinical definition for IBC, proposing “dermal lymphatic carcinomatosis of the breast” as the alternative phrase instead of inflammatory breast carcinoma.25,26

However, it was soon recognised that even with an adequate number of tissue-block samples and multiple sections (≥10), dermal lymphatic tumour emboli are evident in up to 80% of patients with true primary IBC and the diagnosis of inflammatory carcinoma is still made primarily on clinical grounds. However, the absence of DLI does not exclude the diagnosis of IBC.5

Inflammatory Breast Carcinoma Subtypes

Because of those peculiar characteristics, it has been suggested that there may be three subtypes of IBC according to combined clinical and/or pathological features.27–31

The first IBC subtype is characterised by clinical inflammation but without pathological plugging of the dermal lymphatic. The second subtype has pathological plugging of the dermal lymphatic but without clinical signs of inflammation. And finally, the third subtype is fully developed IBC with both clinical inflammation and pathological involvement of the dermal lymphatic. It could be speculated that prognosis of patients with the above-mentioned three types of IBC differs, and that a combination of DLI with a full inflammatory component might be the worst. Among all mentioned IBC subtypes, the rarest is one with DLI but without an inflammatory component, and from a clinical aspect the true prognostic significance of this rare IBC subtype is still a matter of debate. According to the results of one study, 836 mastectomy specimens were re-examined and only 15 patients (1.8%) were identified with DLI but without inflammatory disease (ID).31 In another study, with an impressively high number of breast cancer specimens examined (51,030), a total of 3,172 patients had IBC (6%).1 Among these patients only 81 had DLI but without the inflammatory component of IBC, which represents only 0.16% of patients with IBC. Therefore, this subtype clearly represents the rarest form of IBC.

However, skin involvement in IBC is technically always interpreted as a metastatic site at the time of primary diagnosis. Therefore, it could be expected that proven skin involvement actually represents the most important factor for generally poorer prognosis of patients with IBC. In fact, it has been proposed that DLI is responsible for the high metastatic potential of IBC.32

Indeed, the impact of DLI on clinical course and definitive outcome has been explored, but in a surprisingly small number of publications. Because contemporary anthracycline- and taxane-based chemotherapy treatment is now widely used in everyday clinical practice, the prognosis of patients with IBC has been generally improved. There are reports of long-term survival, with five-year...
survival exceeding 40% compared with the historical controls with only ~5% INC patients surviving that period. Moreover, even 15-year survival in ~20% of patients was reported. However, to the best of our knowledge, these studies have not explored whether there are differences in treatment outcomes according to the presence or absence of DLI inIBC.

In the literature review, we have found only a few studies specifically addressing the significance of DLI in IBC prognosis.

In one small study, the presence or absence of ID was the only significant parameter for all endpoints in multivariate analyses. Despite the same histopathologic presentation, DLI without ID was accompanied by significantly better DFS and OS than ID.

In a larger study, the outcome of 163 IBC patients with or without DLI was compared with the outcome of 99 patients with proven DLI but without an inflammatory component. Both five-year DFS and OS were significantly worse in patients with an inflammatory component (five-year DFS 25.6% versus 51.6%; p=0.0001; OS 28.6% versus 40%; p=0.05). Authors also explored all relevant patient characteristics, such as age, nodal status, hormonal receptors status, and found no multivariate statistical significant differences between DLI with or without an inflammatory component.

In a recently published study, 432 patients with BC underwent and found no multivariate statistical significant differences between characteristics, such as age, nodal status, hormonal receptors status, and/or radiotherapy.

In that small study, the presence or absence of ID was the only significant parameter for all endpoints in multivariate analyses.

The authors addressed the influence of DLI with or without an inflammatory component on definitive patient’s outcome. They identified 31 patients with IBC without DLI, 21 patients with DLI but without an inflammatory component and 18 patients with both DLI and an inflammatory component. The main conclusion is that DLI and IBC are independent predictors of poor outcome, but also that patients with both characteristics have a worse prognosis with increased risk for local and distant relapse.

Similar findings were presented in a study published in 1995, with the main conclusion that inflammatory presentation alone, without either DLI or extensive lymph nodal involvement, heralds better outcome.

At the Institute for Oncology and Radiology of Serbia, we have explored whether the presence of DLI in IBC influences chemotherapy response, time to progression and OS. Eighty-five patients with IBC stage III were identified between January 2008 and March 2010. Forty patients (47%) had confirmed DLI and 45 patients (53%) did not have confirmed DLI by multiple-site skin biopsy.

All patients were treated with induction anthracycline-based chemotherapy for four–six cycles, and treatment response was evaluated by mammography and clinically. Less complete response (CR) and partial response (PR) were registered in the subgroup of patients with DLI (55% versus 75%). Also, time to progression (TTP) was shorter in patients with DLI (TTP 12.8 months versus 14.8 months) and OS was also poorer (12.5 months versus 20.0 months).

### Conclusion

Whether DLI presence could represent a real negative factor in respect to treatment outcome should be explored in prospective clinical studies, in correlation with all significant molecular parameters and types of systemic treatment. Until results from such studies become available, current data should be interpreted with caution as results are obtained from small patient populations.

Individual patient prognosis with IBC still cannot be predicted, except that better outcome could be expected in those who obtain pathological complete response after chemotherapy.

For most patients, the statement from previous studies that IBC could be defined either clinically or pathologically, but the prognosis would be poor either way, still stands.
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